
 

 

 

 

Rideout 

OUTBOUND 42 miles, INBOUND 33 miles 

Start/End: Dog & Partridge, Brentwood Road, Orsett, RM16 3HU 

Lunch: Horns & Horseshoes, Foster Street, Harlow, CM17 9HX  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Routes for uploading to Sat Nav’s 

For TomTom 40n, 50n series onwards):  Use files marked GPX1.1 

For older TomTom (Rider/Rider2):  Use files marked ITN 

For older Garmin: Use files marked GPX1.0 

For later Garmin: Use files marked GPX1.1 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Rideout 

For the Treffen Rideout the Cornerman system will be deployed. This is detailed in the notes 

later in the document and will also be explained on the day of the Rideout 

 

RIDEOUT RULES 

1. No Orange Hi-Vis to be worn. Orange Hi-vis must only be worn by the Ride Leader and 

Tailgunner 

2. Full tanks, Empty bladders. The total ride distance (there and back) is circa 74 miles, 

there will be no petrol stops 

3. Do not over take the Ride Leader 

4. If you are marking a corner, do not leave that corner until the Tail gunner has arrived. 

If you have to leave a corner for any reason and the Tail gunner has not arrived, please 

stop one of the other ride members and get them to continue marking the corner.  Do 

not worry if you feel you are marking the corner and no-one has appeared for some 

time. On large rides, the riders can get quite strung out over some distance due to 

traffic and/or other delays. 

5. Corners and Exits will be clearly marked where appropriate; if you come to a junction 

and there is no-one marking it, or if you are in any doubt, continue down the main road. 

6. Wingmen will form part of the ride – how they will be marked will be explained on the 

day of the rideout. If you break down or need to stop for any reason, await a wingman 

coming to assist you. 

7. Speed limits will be strictly observed by the Ride Leader. Those riders taking part in the 

ride are also requested to keep to the speed limits especially in built-up areas. This is 

not a race, we will be riding around some narrow country lanes, and the idea is that you 

enjoy the ride, not see who can achieve it in the shortest time. Do not worry if for any 

reason you get ‘caught’ at a junction and feel you have to speed to catch up. If everyone 

observes the cornerman system the next route change will be marked 

8. Be aware of your fellow riders; before overtaking do check your mirrors and 

surrounding area to check that someone is not overtaking you. 

9. Be aware that where we are riding along country lanes at a weekend, there are likely to 

be a fair number of cyclists on the route. 

10. Ride safe. If we all keep to these simple rules and ride etiquette then we will all have a 

good ride out without incident. 

  



 

 

 

 

Rideout 

CornerMan System (This will (must) be in use on the day) 

Explanation 

LEAD RIDER: In charge of the ride, he determines where each Cornerman will mark a spot, 

the direction of ride, stopping points and what to do when there are 

problems. He will set the pace for the ride, and will ensure he always has 

enough riders behind him to fill the Cornerman positions.  

TAILGUNNER: The last Rider in the group, he is in charge of "sweeping" the ride, waving 

each Cornerman on, helping to locate missing Riders, helping with any 

breakdowns or injuries, and for informing the Lead Rider of any problems. 

The Lead Rider and the Tailgunner are kept in contact via mobile phone 

where necessary. 

WINGMAN: There will normally be between one and four Wings on a ride, depending on 

the size of the group, Wings are there to assist the Ride Leader in keeping 

cohesion and tightness within the ride group. They will also help out in any 

emergency situations, where traffic control is required, or for the relaying of 

any communication between the Ride Leader and Tail Gunner. 

SUMMARY  

The Lead Rider indicates to the Rider behind him to become the Cornerman at any point 

where there is a change of direction (roundabout, corner, t-junction, etc.);  

• The Cornerman will stop safely and signal to other Riders the direction taken by the 

Lead Rider;  

• The Cornerman will remain at that point and keep an eye out for the Tailgunner, and 

will then rejoin the line only when he is waved on by the Tailgunner;  

• Always follow the line in front of you and do not take any deviations or shortcuts unless 

indicated by a Cornerman;  

• Where possible please try to keep the Rider in front of you in sight, i.e. try not to allow 

long gaps in the line. If you are not a confident Rider, or you are on a slower bike, then 

move to the left and motion for the Riders behind you to pass until you have only the 

Tailgunner behind you, that will take any pressure off you to go any faster than you 

want to. The same applies if you don’t want to be a Cornerman, just stay near the back 

of the line and others will pass you and take on the Cornerman positions. 



 

 

 

 

Rideout 

If you become separated from the group, remain where you are and contact the ride leader, 

he will then safely stop the ride and send back a wingman / or tailgunner to collect you, 

please have your exact location ready.  

 

Leaving The Group Early 

If leaving the group early and to stop other riders following you thinking they are following 

the direction of the ride, please follow the routine described here;  

Slow down or pull over if safe to do so ensuring you are positioned so as not to have other 

members of the group think that you are marking a corner. Wave them past if necessary, 

When you see the tailgunner approaching ensure you wave him / her past , this is the signal 

to identify you are leaving the group. You are now free to take another route without the 

risk of being followed by other members of the group.  

Average Wait Times 

Depending on the nature of the ride, you can wait on a corner anything from 20 seconds up 

to 30mins+ in very busy rides or technical routes. Whatever happens, it is important to 

WAIT there until the tail gunner instructs you to move on OR you have been told to move on 

via a wingman or possibly the ride leader posting on the event page. Below are some 

expected times to wait on your corner. This is a guide for expectations only and every ride is 

different, if a problem arises which makes the tail gunner stop and solve, your corner wait 

time will be extended. 

Typical twisty weekend route with 20-30 riders: 2-4 minutes. 

Progressive group with 10-20 riders; 1-2 minutes 

Big rideouts with 100 or more riders: 15+ minutes 

 


